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In this paper, we present and discuss the results of
an experiment that was designed to investigate the
prediction of DPs from their contexts. As our goal is
to better understand the impact of prosody on the
perception of DPs, the prediction has been assessed,
on the one hand, using only text data, and on the other
hand, using audio data accompanied with text. These
experiments give insights on how DPs are perceived
as commutable, with respect to their pragmatic
functions. For this study, we focused on six French
words which are frequently used as DPs: ‘alors’ (so),
‘bon’ (well), ‘donc’ (thus), ‘enfin’ (finally/anyway),
‘quoi’ (what), ‘voilà’ (there you go). The results of
our auditory test should also indicate whether DPs of
uniform pragmatic functions are perceived as
commutable and how prosodic features help listeners
in identifying considered DPs.
In addition, an analysis of prosodic patterns of
DPs with respect to their pragmatic functions has
been conducted. This study relied on an automatic
clustering of the F0 (fundamental frequency) values
over the DPs (i.e., the DP and preceding and
following words). F0 values were extracted from a
large number of occurrences of DPs taken from a
large speech corpus. Resulting clusters are analysed
with respect to the DPs and their pragmatic functions.

ABSTRACT
The goal of this study is to investigate how prosodic
parameters can contribute to retrieving the pragmatic
meaning of words with considerably diminished
semantic content. The paper focuses on six French
words used as discourse particles (DP): ‘alors’ (so),
‘bon’ (well), ‘donc’ (thus), ‘enfin’ (finally/anyway),
‘quoi’ (what), ‘voilà’ (there you go). Prosodic
properties of DPs are analysed with respect to their
pragmatic functions, using occurrences of
these words extracted from a large speech corpus, and
manually annotated with pragmatic labels. It was
found that occurrences with the same pragmatic value
have a great tendency to share the same prosodic
pattern; hence, the question of their commutability
arises. An auditory test has thus been conducted to
find out whether DPs of uniform pragmatic functions
are perceived as commutable and how prosodic
features help listeners in identifying considered DPs.
The results are analysed and discussed with respect to
pragmatic functions and prosodic patterns.
Keywords: prosody, pragmatics, discourse particles,
F0 patterns
1. INTRODUCTION
There has been a growing interest in discourse
particles (DP) during the past decades and many
researchers have been studying this semanticopragmatic discursive phenomenon ([12], [13], [14],
[15], [18]). There are also numerous studies on how
prosody can express emotions or attitude of the
speaker in utterances, that is, prosody adds nonlinguistic load to an utterance conveying other
pragmatic functions ([3], [12], [24]).
However, scant attention has been paid to prosodic
features of DPs and this is even more so in the case of
French DPs. Some of recent studies have focused on
how prosodic features of DPs differ from the ones of
their non-DP usage ([1], [2], [6], [7], [8], [9], [19]). In
these studies, relevant prosodic patterns were found
for DP and non-DP usage of the same word as well
for different pragmatic functions that DPs obtain not
only in their linguistic context but also situational
one. Therefore, prosody can be considered as a good
indicator to predict DPs’ pragmatic functions which
are hard to detect by lexical content alone.

2. SPEECH DATA
2.1. Speech data and annotation

DPs in this study were extracted from a large set of
French speech corpora comprised of several hundred
hours of recording; ORFEO project [23] and ESTER2
evaluation campaign [16]. To avoid being biased by
a single type of speech style, these corpora were
chosen as they exhibit a large variety of speech styles
ranging from storytelling and prepared speech to
more spontaneous speech of interviews and
interactions. Automatic speech-text alignments were
carried out on these speech corpora (see [20] for more
detail).
Approximately 1,000 occurrences per studied
word were randomly selected and manually annotated
after listening to a speech segment spanning each
considered occurrence (15 words before and 15 words
after). For each word, around 70% of the occurrences
were identified and annotated as DP, and then their
specific pragmatic value label was attributed. Some
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of the pragmatic functions are shared across different
DPs, such as introduction, conclusion, reformulation,
hesitation, etc. (see Table 2 for details).

3. DP’S INTERCHANGEABILITY TESTS
As mentioned in the previous section, some DPs share
the same pragmatic functions. Moreover, prosodic
analysis of DPs (cf. [21]) found that DPs with the
same pragmatic functions have also very similar
prosodic patterns. Therefore, our hypothesis is that
DPs of such occurrences may be interchangeable,
which was investigated in the following experiments.
In order to also evaluate the contribution of the
prosody in DPs identification, two separate
experiments were carried out; one relying only on
textual information, and the other combining textual
and audio data.

Table 1: Annotation agreement rates
Nb. of annotators
Occurrences
Agreement by 3 annotators
44.0%
Agreement by 2 annotators
38.7%
No agreement among 3 annotators
17.3%

A subset of the data has been annotated by three
experts. Table 1 reports an analysis of the inter
annotator agreement. A total agreement among the
three annotators is observed in 44% of the
occurrences, and an agreement between two
annotators is observed in 38.7%. Therefore, there is
an overall agreement between at least two annotators
for 82.7% of the occurrences.

3.1. Experimental set-up

2.2. Pragmatic functions

DPs under consideration in this study are as follows:
‘alors’ (so), ‘bon’ (well), ‘donc’ (thus), ‘enfin’
(finally/anyway), ‘quoi’ (what), ‘voilà’ (there you go),
which are the most frequent DPs in our corpora.
Semantic load of a word when used as a DP is
significantly lighter compared to the one when used
as non-DP. However, pragmatic meanings remain
and this can be multi-categorical for the same DP.
Table 2: Pragmatic functions of DPs
alors
introduction
reintroduction
conclusion
hesitation
addition
interaction
emotion
confirmation
parenthetical
interruption
dialog transition
reformulation
correction
evidence
punctuation

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

bon

X
X
X

donc
X
X
X
X
X

enfin

quoi

voilà
X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

Manually attributed pragmatic labels were defined
based on the literature ([5], [10], [12], [22]) and then
refined according to their usage in the speech corpora
used. Table 2 shows how pragmatic functions are
distributed and shared throughout different DPs.
Occurrences where a DP was used combined with one
or several other DPs were annotated as ‘complex-DP’
and excluded from our analysis for this paper.
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The experiments rely on data extracted from the
speech corpora described in Section 2. Segments
containing 10 to 15 words before and after the DP
were presented to participants, after removing the DP;
the participants had to indicate what was the missing
DP in the given context. Data were presented either
as text only, or as text with associated audio. The
objective of these experiments was to find out
whether DPs with the same pragmatic functions are
perceived as commutable; and how prosodic
information helps listeners in identifying the
appropriate DPs in the context. There were 53
participants, all native French speakers, mainly
undergraduate and graduate students in the linguistics
department.
20 stimuli of various pragmatic functions for each
DP were chosen from randomly extracted data
according to the following criteria: good sound
quality and articulation clarity. Each DP is situated
approximately in the middle of the speech segment,
containing left and right contexts sufficiently large to
allow a correct interpretation of the conveyed DP’s
pragmatic function. Using manually checked and
corrected segmentations, the speech segments
corresponding to the DPs are replaced by a ‘hum’
sound that has the same prosodic characteristics as the
DP it replaces; this is achieved using an
anonymisation script on Praat (cf. [18]). The
resynthesised speech signal preserved the DP’s
original duration for the sake of speech rate coherence
of each stimulus, whereas its energy level was set to
6 dB higher than the energy of the DP for a better
perception during the tests.
In the text test, only the text transcription of the
speech signal was presented. The DPs were erased
from the text and their place was indicated by
underline characters. In the audio test, the speech
signal was presented, accompanied by the text, in
order to aid the comprehension since the utterances of
DPs are generally very short and it was possible for

In addition, the average rank is lower (closer to 1)
in the audio tests than in the text tests. This indicates
that participants placed the correct DP as their first
choice, more frequently when the audio signal is
provided, than when the context was presented only
in text form. This demonstrates that DP identification
was facilitated by audio signals, that is, by the
presence of prosodic information.

the participants to not perceive their place correctly.
The tested DPs were the same in the two test sections
(text and audio tests). The participants accessed the
tests online and they were allowed to listen to the
examples as many times as they wished for a better
comprehension. Participants were asked to make 3
choices of possible DPs in the context of prompt. The
first choice was mandatory while the 2nd and 3rd were
optional (see Figure 2).

Table 4: Most frequent first rank answers for
various DPs and various pragmatic functions,
when predicting DP from Text or from Audio

Figure 1: Auditory test screen for audio tests

Text
addition
alors 41% alors, 24% donc
donc 48% donc, 19% bon, 15% alors
conclusion
alors 29% donc, 27% alors, 14% bon
bon 30% voilà, 21% alors, 15% bon
donc 42% donc, 19% enfin, 18% alors
quoi 46% quoi, 17% alors, 11% enfin
hesitation
alors 80% alors, 8% enfin, 8% donc
bon 29% bon, 25% voilà, 25% alors
introduction
alors 39% alors, 23% donc, 13% bon
donc 51% alors, 37% donc, 7% bon
reintroduction
alors 30% donc, 20% alors, 20% enfin
donc 32% alors, 26% donc, 15% quoi

3.2. Results

Table 3 reports the results of the text and audio tests.
It indicates the percentage of times the participants
answered with the correct missing DP in the first rank
answer, or in any of the answers (i.e. including the
optional 2nd and 3rd answers), and the average rank of
the answers corresponding to the missing DP. An
average rank close to 1 indicates that the missing DP
was correctly identified mainly as the first choice
(first rank answer).

interruption
bon 38% bon, 26% enfin, 15% alors

alors
bon
donc
enfin
quoi
voilà

In one of the
answers (%)
Text Audio
51
65
39
59
62
68
52
49
60
77
52
61

51% alors, 21% donc
52% donc, 18% alors
31% alors, 27% donc
51% bon, 20% voilà
53% donc, 15% alors
66% quoi, 13% voilà
87% alors, 13% bon
62% voilà, 38% bon
57% alors, 18% donc
65% donc, 31% alors
35% alors, 35% donc
31% donc, 26% bon,
24% alors
30% enfin, 30% bon

Table 4 presents more detailed results for a few
pragmatic functions that are common to different DPs
and the most frequent first rank answers. For
example, considering the items corresponding to the
DP ‘alors’ with pragmatic function ‘addition’, in the
text test, 41% of the first rank answers were ‘alors’,
and 24% ‘donc’; in the audio test, the answer ‘alors’
is more frequent (51%). As predicted, DPs sharing the
same pragmatic functions received significantly more
of confusion in the choice. As can be seen in Table 4,
‘alors’ and ‘donc’, which share almost all pragmatic
functions, occur quasi-systematically in each other’s
occurrences as an alternative option, either as the
most selected or the second.
Even though better correct identification scores
were observed in the audio test, that is, participants
were aided by prosody in their choice of DP, some
DPs still show a certain level of confusion especially
when they share the same pragmatic function. For
instance, for the ‘reintroduction’ pragmatic function,
‘alors’ was confused with ‘donc’ in the text test (30%
‘donc’, 20% ‘alors’). Providing prosody helped
improve the results but the confusion was still
existent (both ‘alors’ and ‘donc’ reached 35%).
For the ‘interruption’ function, ‘bon’ in the audio
test showed even lower rates of correct identification,

Table 3: Percentage of answers corresponding to
the correct DP, and average rank of correct answer
First rank
answer (%)
Text Audio
35
51
24
38
40
51
31
36
46
69
29
44

Audio

Average
rank
Text Audio
1.40 1.28
1.49 1.42
1.41 1.31
1.51 1.34
1.28 1.15
1.59 1.35

Results show that the presence of audio data
facilitates effectively the DP identification compared
to when only text data is given; this reveals that
prosody has an important role in correct DP
identification. For each DP, the audio test has better
rates of correct DP identification compared to those
of the text test. For instance, in the case of ‘quoi’, the
correct choice is present in 69% of the rank one
answers in the audio test compared to 46% in in the
text test.
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observed that DPs sharing the same pragmatic
functions are frequently in the same classes. This
grouping obtained on the F0 patterns can further
support the idea of the DPs’ commutability.
The most frequent F0 patterns of the pragmatic
functions shared by several DPs are described in
Table 5. Two F0 patterns presented in the table for
each pragmatic function are the two most frequently
obtained by the vector quantisation technique for each
pragmatic function. The F0 level ‘low’ corresponds
to a level lower than or equal to 20% of the speaker’s
F0 range and the ‘high’ to higher than 75%.

it was confused with ‘enfin’, indicating that, in this
case, prosody confused listeners to an even greater
extent. This could be explained by the similar
prosodic patterns shared among different DPs with
the same pragmatic functions.
4. ANALYSIS OF F0 PATTERNS
Our tests above show that some DPs, sharing the
same pragmatic function, are interchangeable, even
when audio is provided. Therefore, one can assume
that these DPs should also have similar prosodic
markings when sharing the same pragmatic function.

Table 5: Representative F0 patterns and F0 levels
of each pragmatic function

4.1. Prosodic articulation

F0 movements between DPs and their immediate
contexts (preceding and following words) were
studied to investigate DPs’ prosodic articulation
according to their pragmatic function. F0 movements
measured on DPs and their contexts were classified
into three classes according to the F0 slope directions:
falling, rising, and plateau (Figure 2).

Pragmatic function
conclusion
(all DPs)
addition
(‘donc’,’alors’)
parenthetical
(‘enfin’,’bon’)
reformulation
(‘quoi’,’enfin’)
introduction
(‘alors’,’donc’)
reintroduction
(‘alors’,’donc’)

Figure 2: Example of F0 patterns for DP ‘alors’
w-1

w+1

w-1

w+1

DP

Pitch (Hz)

mieux

alors du coup
Time

falling_plateau

imprimerie alors

F0 Level
low
mid-low
mid
high
low
low-mid
low
mid-low
low-mid
low-high
mid
mid-high

The classes obtained by the vector quantisation
technique grouped several pragmatic functions
together, though some of them were more frequent
than others and thus they strongly influenced the
representative centroid values. However, this
indicates that F0 patterns of different pragmatic
functions can also be similar and this can be why
some DPs not sharing the same pragmatic function
were also confused during the auditory tests.

Pitch (Hz)

DP

F0 Pattern
plateau
falling
plateau
plateau
plateau
rising-falling
plateau
falling
rising
rising
plateau
rising

les

Time

falling_rising

4.2. Prosodic marking of pragmatic functions

In this section, we consider only the F0 patterns to
make the study of the DPs prosodic markings easier,
although we are aware that listeners use all available
prosodic parameters, such as pause occurrences and
their durations, vowel energy, syllabic duration, and
so on. However, one can consider that F0 pattern is
one of the most important prosodic parameters and it
should provide valuable information about the
prosodic articulation of the DPs with their left and
right immediate contexts.
To compare F0 patterns, F0 values are calculated
on three places: on the last syllable of the DP’s left
context (w-1), on the last syllable of the DP, and on
the first syllable of the DP’s right context (w+1). The
F0 values in semi-tones are further normalised
according to each speaker’s F0 range, each F0 value
is thus expressed as a specific level (in %) inside the
speaker’s F0 range.
In order to retrieve representative F0 patterns for
each pragmatic function, a vector quantisation
procedure is used. The representative F0 patterns
correspond to the centroids of the classes. It was

5. CONCLUSION
The main goal of this study was to investigate how
prosodic information can be of use on the perception
and prediction of DPs and whether DPs are
interchangeable when sharing the same pragmatic
functions, thus, sharing similar prosodic patterns.
Results show that prosodic cues do help listeners
correctly identify the DPs. Answers show higher
confusion rates in the case of DPs sharing the same
pragmatic functions, sometimes even when the
prosodic information is provided. To confirm this, a
prosodic analysis was conducted and found out that
different DPs of the same pragmatic functions do
share the same or similar prosodic markings.
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